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Fourteen-year-old Max Murphy is looking forward to a family vacation. But his parents, both

archaeologists and Maya experts, announce a change in plan. They must leave immediately for a

dig in the tiny Central American country of San Xavier. Max will go to summer camp. Max is furious.

When he's mysteriously summoned to San Xavier, he thinks they've had a change of heart. Upon

his arrival, Max's wild adventure in the tropical rainforests of San Xavier begins. During his journey,

he will unlock ancient secrets and meet strangers who are connected to him in ways he could never

have imagined. For fate has delivered a challenge of epic proportions to this pampered teenager.

Can Max rescue his parents from the Maya Underworld and save the world from the Lords of Death,

who now control the power of the Jaguar Stones in their villainous hands? The scene is set for a

roller-coaster ride of suspense and terror, as the good guys and the bad guys face off against a

background of haunted temples, zombie armies, and even human sacrifice!
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Husband and wife team Jon and Pamela Voelkel have created a tale set in the Central American

rain forest. The story focuses on the Maya culture and traditions as the characters battle to prevent

the evil forces of an ancient empire from destroying today's world.In MIDDLEWORLD readers meet



Max Murphy. His parents are archaeologists. He is sick of the old pottery and ancient artifacts that

are forever causing his parents to head off to foreign countries. Max is always left in Boston to fend

for himself with the help of Zia, their housekeeper. Max would like a little adventure -- as long as it

involves pizza and video games. Adventure begins for Max when Zia informs him that plans have

changed this time. Instead of heading off to a wilderness camp in Maine, Max is being sent to San

Xavier to join his parents.Max arrives in San Xavier only to find that Mr. and Mrs. Murphy have

disappeared. Uncle Ted becomes Max's instant guardian, and the search for his parents begins. At

the time of their disappearance, they were exploring an ancient Maya pyramid deep in the rain

forest. All that's left is Mr. Murphy's jacket and Mrs. Murphy's earring. Max soon finds himself lost in

the rain forest that may be responsible for his parents' death.As the story unfolds, readers will learn

quite a bit of Maya history. Hidden pyramids and ruins are scattered throughout the rain forest, and

each holds mysterious treasures and secrets of the ancients and how they may still have powers in

the modern world. The adventure is filled with crazy characters, secret passageways and hidden

chambers, Maya traditions and superstitions, talking monkeys, and blood-thirsty warriors. The

mysterious Jaguar Stones hold the power to change the world.
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